Overcoming Obstacles,
Strengthening Profits
A CASE STUDY:

Cavalier County Memorial
Hospital (CCMH)

CCMH Background
• Founded in 1939

CAVA L I E R C OU N T Y

M E MOR I A L

• 20-bed facility
• S mall, agricultural community
of around 4,000.

HOSPITAL & C LI N I CS

• A
 dditionally, Cavalier operates
outpatient clinics in Langdon
and nearby Walhalla, ND.

The Challenge
The new Cavalier County Memorial Hospital (CCMH) CEO was eager to begin his leadership role at
Cavalier County Memorial Hospital when he took his position in January of 2016. However, the more
he learned about his new place of work, the more he was concerned.
•O
 perational red flags popped up: The CEO soon discovered
discrepancies in billing and provider compensation
•C
 linical red flags arose: Providers and staff were not wholly compliant
regarding hospital practices and policies
• The history of the hospital was problematic:
- Internal dynamics complicated the issue
- S mall town politics drove decision making, not what was in the best
interest of the hospital and community

Strategy
Legato Healthcare Marketing wanted to help
CCMH be prepared for all types of crises.
Types of crises include:
• Smoldering - A serious problem that is not
generally known within the organization,
which may generate negative news coverage
and poor community relations, and when/if it
goes public could result in fines, legal damage
awards, tarnished image, and reputation.
• S udden- Managed through disaster planning/
protocol. Smoldering can convert to a sudden
crisis, but sudden crises generally fall into categories such as:
- Public health: Ebola, SARS, Avian Flu
- Natural disaster: tornadoes, etc.
- Facility disaster: explosion, chemical, fire
- Mass casualty: shooting, plane crash, multiple car accident
- Institutional: medical error, patient safety, malfeasance
Legato helped the public as well as hospital staff prepare for the Office of Inspector General (OIG) report.
• Media relations strategy
• Letter to employees and leaders in the community
• Talking points for CEO and Board
Three providers would be terminated, which would result in community uproar, but getting out ahead of the
message—as well as demonstrating that this “whistleblowing” saved the hospital—kept the hospital on
track during a tumultuous time.
Legato orchestrated a community forum led by the CEO to help people feel empowered
and respected.
• The community was invited to call in during a special radio broadcast
• Stakeholders appeared on TV interviews to educate reporters and anchors

Our Solution
CCMH was at a crisis point. The CEO had to decide if he should stay the course or give up.
That’s when Legato Healthcare Marketing stepped in. We helped identify areas of improvement
and strategies to help overcome these obstacles. These include:
Communication
• The hospital staff as well as the community needed
reassurance that everything was going to work out
• The availability of high quality providers at CCMH
became an area of focus:
- The community needed confidence in know that
they had access to quality physicians
- Women’s health was selected as a marketing priority
• Awareness was necessary for preventative screenings,
primary care and diagnostics
• CCMH was down but not out: New service lines
were being added and brought to market.

Legato’s Marketing Plan
• Planning Process
• Service Line Prioritization
• Importance of ROI
Examples
• Primary Care materials
• Women’s Health mailer
• Updated radio spots
• Provider editorials
• Most importantly: the community magazine
- Featuring the providers
- Testimonials
- Strategic features

Results
After a rocky start, CCMH found its footing again, and the numbers proved the success of the strategy.

2017 net profit

-$141,507

2018 projection

$1,378,705

Strongest financial year on record.
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An increase in physical therapy
volumes: 197% increase for
inpatient and 15% increase
in outpatient.

An 18% increase in primary
care visits, while the Langdon Clinic
specifically had a 21% increase
in primary care visits.

• Increased days cash on hand by 66.3% from $1.9M to $3.2M.
• Negotiated direct-loan contracting with patients and local banks to reduce debt.
- Collected more in 30 days than has ever been collected in an entire fiscal year.
• Restructured RCM process to save the organization 4% annually.
• Renegotiated maintenance and equipment contracts to save the organization 8.1% annually.

Comprehensive Planning Process
Legato recommends the development of a long-term, comprehensive marketing plan using the
Legato Planning Process. This process allows for the alignment of marketing objectives with overall
organizational goals, and puts together a framework for achieving these objectives and goals.
The four stages of the Legato Planning Process dive into the unique challenges and opportunities
specialty clinics face to ensure Legato creates a custom-designed plan.

PLANNING
PROCESS

STAGE 1
Chart Review

STAGE 4
Outcomes

•Information Review
•Internal Interviews
•Market Analysis
•Competitive Analysis

•Creative Development
•Execution
•Evaluation
•ROI

STAGE 2
Diagnosis

STAGE 3
Treatment Plan

•Insight & Hypotheses
•Primary Research
•Brand Development
•Service Line Prioritization

•Marketing Plan Development
•Objectives
•Strategies
•Tactics

What is Legato?
Legato is a musical term that describes the process of keeping various elements of music in harmony
with one another. Legato Healthcare Marketing serves as the conductor, striking harmony among the
myriad of healthcare issues, and developing results-driven, strategic marketing solutions.
Legato Healthcare is…In Concert with Healthcare

Who is Legato?
• A full-service healthcare marketing and communications firm
• A team with experience on the agency and client side
• With its senior-level healthcare leadership, Legato understands:
- Physician dynamics
- Building patient volumes
- Driving referrals
- Importance of a strong brand in healthcare

Legato brings a sharper focus to healthcare marketing.
Many agencies market healthcare. Some even specialize in it. But few focus specifically on rural
healthcare. Legato does.
Our specialization means no time is wasted getting to know your environment; we work in it
every day. And each day we gain a deeper understanding of a complex arena in which we already
are knowledge rich.
We also bring you the advantage of knowing what has worked for other clients in similar environments
and what has not. Our “real-world” experience helps us develop business and marketing plans that
work—and brands that resonate with rural audiences.

Our focus and expertise is why Legato has been the exclusive marketing partner
of the National Rural Health Association (NRHA) since 2013.
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For healthcare marketing insights, subscribe to our blog at
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